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Abstract: Graphene growth by thermal decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC) is a technique that
produces wafer-scale, single-orientation graphene on an insulating substrate. It is often referred
to as epigraphene, and has been thought to be suitable for electronics applications. In particular,
high-frequency devices for communication technology or large quantum Hall plateau for metrology
applications using epigraphene are expected, which require high carrier mobility. However, the
carrier mobility of as-grown epigraphene exhibit the relatively low values of about 1000 cm2/Vs.
Fortunately, we can hope to improve this situation by controlling the electronic state of epigraphene
by modifying the surface and interface structures. In this paper, the mobility of epigraphene and the
factors that govern it will be described, followed by a discussion of attempts that have been made
to improve mobility in this field. These understandings are of great importance for next-generation
high-speed electronics using graphene.
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1. Introduction

In 2004, Novoselov, Geim et al. reported the electronic properties of graphene as
a new two-dimensional electron system [1]. They revealed that the carrier mobility of
graphene reached 10,000 cm2/Vs at the carrier density of 1 × 1013 cm−2. In the next year,
they demonstrated the quantum Hall effect using graphene [2]. In parallel, in 2004, de Heer
et al. reported that graphene epitaxially grown on a silicon carbide (SiC) substrate also
behaves as a two-dimensional electron system [3]. In 2006, it was reported that graphene
on SiC exhibited a mobility of 25,000 cm2/Vs at 3.4 × 1012 cm−2 [4].

Graphene is often seen as the ultimate two-dimensional material with a thickness of
one atom and has been actively researched as one of the main players in two-dimensional
electron systems. The electronic band structure of graphene has been investigated theo-
retically since the middle of the 20th century [5,6]. It has linear band dispersion around
the K point in reciprocal space, which results in a high Fermi velocity. The linear band dis-
persion of graphene was observed experimentally through angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy [7].

Following the graphene fever ignited by Geim et al., there were various reports on the
electronic properties of graphene that impact its applications. In particular, semiconductor
applications that utilize high mobility, which were investigated in the early stages, attracted
much attention. Since graphene essentially has surfaces on both sides, it was thought
that external factors such as adsorbents and contact with the substrate and electrodes
would have a large influence on its mobility. Indeed, in 2008, a mobility of 200,000 cm2/Vs
at an electron density of 2 × 1011 cm−2 was reported by using suspended graphene
to remove the substrate-derived effects [8]. On the other hand, in practical terms, it is
necessary to prepare graphene on a substrate. By sandwiching graphene with hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN), a two-dimensional insulator, and making edge contact with the
electrode, a carrier mobility of 140,000 cm2/Vs was reported at 2 × 1011 cm−2 [9]. The
development of high-carrier-mobility graphene has progressed rapidly in the past twenty
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years, and there are game changers each year. For example, many attempts have been
made to obtain high mobility, such as single-crystal-like graphene grown on polycrystalline
copper foil exhibiting 10,000 cm2/Vs [10], graphene directly grown on SiO2/Si substrate
exhibiting 9000 cm2/Vs [11], monolayer graphene sandwiched by two layers of CrOCl
insulator exhibiting 540,000 cm2/Vs [12], and potassium-doped nanographene exhibiting
3000 cm2/Vs [13]. When considering further applications, a technology for growing
graphene directly on an insulating substrate is essential. In this review article, I will mainly
focus on epitaxial graphene grown on SiC, which is available as an insulating or wide-gap
semiconductor substrate. Epitaxial graphene on SiC was given the name “epigraphene” by
de Heer et al. [14], and I will use this term in this review.

Epigraphene is formed on a SiC substrate by thermal decomposition. This has the
particular advantage that electronic devices can be fabricated using commercially avail-
able semi-insulating SiC wafers without the need for a physical transfer of graphene.
Figure 1 shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM) image and a schematic diagram
of epigraphene [15]. It has an interface layer called a buffer layer between the graphene
and SiC, which is shown by a dotted line in the figure [16]. Although the in-plane atomic
arrangement of the buffer layer is almost the same as that of graphene, some carbon atoms
are strongly bonded to the silicon atoms just below, and so it does not exhibit the properties
of freestanding graphene.
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Figure 1. High-resolution TEM image of epigraphene on SiC, together with its structural model [15].

It was clearly stated in 1896 that graphite was formed by the thermal decomposition of
SiC [17]. Later, in the middle of the 20th century, X-ray diffraction and electron diffraction
experiments revealed the layered growth of graphite on SiC [18,19]. In 1998, it was reported
that a single layer of graphite was formed on the surface of hexagonal 6H-SiC (0001) [20].
In 2008, it was reported that wafer-scale, large-area epigraphene growth is possible when
SiC single crystals are heated in an atmospheric pressure of Ar [21,22]. Many review
papers and books have been published regarding the growth, structure, and properties
of epigraphene [23–30]. Now, a technique for the growth of wafer-scale single-oriented
epigraphene on an insulating substrate has been established. For this reason, epigraphene
has an extremely superior advantage in electronics applications of graphene.

Since 2004, graphene’s high mobility has been expected to be used in semiconduc-
tor applications. However, it has become apparent that since there is no bandgap, the
on/off ratio is small, making it difficult to apply to digital logic devices. Based on this
background, epigraphene is expected to have two major applications. One is in analog
high-frequency transistors for next-generation information and communication devices.
Such high-frequency devices using epigraphene have been reported to have a cutoff fre-
quency of 300 GHz and an oscillation frequency of 70 GHz [31–34]. Current silicon devices
have a physical limit of a few tens of gigahertz. However, due to heat generation issues,
they can actually be operated only at 3–4 GHz. Therefore, high-frequency transistors based
on epigraphene are promising. The other is in metrology applications. In quantum Hall
measurements using epigraphene, a much wider quantum Hall plateau was observed
compared to materials such as GaAs [35–38]. This allows epigraphene to be used as a
quantum resistance standard. To this end, high-quality graphene growth technology is
being developed. In both applications, it is important that the carriers in graphene can
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transport at high speed. In this review article, I will explain the results from the previous
research on the mobility of epigraphene.

2. Basics of the Mobility of Epigraphene

Figure 2 shows the results of the Hall effect measurements on a typical epigraphene
sample [15,30]. In Figure 2a, the temperature dependence of sheet resistance is shown. The
resistance increases with increasing temperature, indicating typical metallic or semimetallic
behavior. The sheet resistance at room temperature (RT) is approximately 600 Ω/sq. In
Figure 2b, the blue circle and the red square plots show the temperature dependence of the
mobility and the carrier density. The carrier type is electrons, and the electron density is
almost independent of temperature and is in the order of 1013 cm−2. On the other hand,
the mobility decreases with increasing temperature and is approximately 900 cm2/Vs at
RT. These behaviors are understood by the fact that the electronic state of graphene is
characterized as a semimetal. The temperature dependence of mobility and sheet resistance
is dominated by carrier scattering by phonons. It is known that the sheet resistance of
epigraphene can be expressed as follows based on Matthiessen’s law [39–42]:

R = R0 + RLAP + RIP (1)

Here, R0 is the residual resistance due to defects and impurities, which is not temperature-
dependent. The quantities RLAP and RIP are the resistance due to the longitudinal acoustic
phonons in graphene and to the remote interfacial phonons, respectively. RLAP can be
expressed by

RLAP =
πD2

AkB

e2}ρsv2
s v2

F
T (2)

where DA is the deformation potential in graphene, kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is
the electron charge, } is the Dirac constant, ρs is the two-dimensional mass density of
graphene, vs. is the sound velocity, and vF is the Fermi velocity. And RIP is expressed by
the following equation:

RIP =
2

∑
i=1

 Ci

exp
(

Ei
kBT

)
− 1

 (3)

where Ci is the coefficient of the electron–phonon coupling, and Ei is the corresponding
phonon energy. Here, the values E1 = 70 and E2 = 16 meV are used, which correspond to the
phonon energies of the buffer layer. The plots in Figure 2a can be fitted by these equations.
The fitting parameters are DA = 14 eV, C1 = 994 Ω, C2 = 191 Ω, and R0 = 311 Ω [30]. The
above results indicate that most of the resistance at low temperatures is due to residual
resistance, and that the resistance increase with increasing temperature is derived from
interfacial phonons. That is, the thermal vibration of carbon atoms in the buffer layer
scatters electrons in the graphene on top of it. In other words, controlling both the carrier
density and the interface structure, including the presence of the buffer layer, is quite
important for the electronic state and physical properties of graphene. Interface engineering
is one of the critical keywords in epigraphene research.

From here, I explain the factors that affect the mobility in epigraphene. The mobility
at RT of 900 cm2/Vs at a carrier density of 1 × 1013 cm−2 is comparable to that of Si,
but it is somewhat lower than the mobility of graphene mentioned in the introduction.
Theoretically, the mobility of graphene on SiC at RT is predicted to reach 100,000 cm2/Vs
at 1 × 1012 cm−2 when considering the phonons in graphene, the polar phonons on the
SiC substrate surface, and charged impurities [43,44]. Furthermore, it is known that the
mobility in graphene is proportional to 1/

√
n with respect to the carrier density n [41,43].

Therefore, at 1 × 1013 cm−2, there should be a potential mobility of about 30,000 cm2/Vs at
RT. The reasons for the lower mobility observed compared to the theoretical predictions
are the following:
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Graphene quality;
Substrate effects;
Interface effects.
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These three factors are discussed in the following sections.

2.1. Graphene Quality

The quality of a graphene sample can be divided into chemical and physical aspects,
which correspond to the presence of impurities and defects, respectively. The results of
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the Hall effect measurements described above showed that the carrier density was as high
as 1013 cm−2. However, this is mainly due to the polarization of the SiC substrate and
does not necessarily mean that there are many impure elements. Since hexagonal SiC has
spontaneous polarization, it is understood that epigraphene is electron-doped to about
1 × 1013 cm−2 due to surface charging and the presence of a buffer layer [45]. It is possible
to modulate the carrier density by modifying the interface structure using a technique like
intercalation, which will be discussed later.

Concerning the physical aspects, probing the number of defects is possible using
Raman spectroscopy measurements. It is known that in a typical Raman spectrum of
epigraphene, the D band is quite small, indicating that there are few defects [15,30]. It is
also known that local non-uniformity in the number of graphene layers, such as a mixture
of monolayer and bilayer regions, can become a scattering center [46]. Even when a
monolayer and bilayer coexist, it is possible to analyze the mobility within each region by
analyzing the magnetoresistance. In such a case, at 10 mK, mobilities of 20,000 cm2/Vs at
1.9 × 1012 cm−2 in a monolayer region and 1400 cm2/Vs at 5.1 × 1012 cm−2 in a bilayer
region were reported [47]. These chemical and physical factors collectively affect the
mobility of epigraphene.

By exfoliating graphene from a SiC substrate and transferring it onto another sub-
strate, it is possible to assess the quality of the epigraphene. Such attempts have actually
been made, and the highest mobility of graphene transferred from SiC onto SiO2 was
7500 cm2/Vs at 5 × 1011 cm−2 at RT [48,49]. But in this case, graphene might well be
damaged in the transfer process.

2.2. Substrate Effects

As mentioned above, the polarization of the hexagonal SiC substrate directly affects
the carrier density [45]. On the other hand, the influence of doping in the SiC substrate is a
technical aspect. In order to perform electrical conductivity measurements on epigraphene,
SiC needs to be an insulating substrate. Semi-insulating SiC substrates are actually commer-
cially available. Semi-insulating SiC mainly includes high-purity semi-insulating (HPSI)
SiC and V-doped semi-insulating SiC. As SiC manufacturers, CREE and TankeBlue sell
HPSI SiC and II-VI (now Coherent) sells V-doped semi-insulating SiC. Even in the same
hexagonal SiC, 4H- and 6H-SiC exist as polytypes, and the Si-terminated (0001) and C-
terminated (0001) surfaces exist as polar surfaces. Note that the carrier type is electrons in
all samples.

Figure 3 shows the results of Hall effect measurements made using epigraphene on
these substrates [30]. In the figure, experimental results using Figure 3a,b 4H-SiC (0001)
HPSI from CREE, which are the same as in Figure 2; Figure 3c,d 6H-SiC (0001) HPSI
from TankeBlue; Figure 3e,f V-doped 4H-SiC (0001) from II-VI; Figure 3g,h V-dope 6H-SiC
(0001) from II-VI; and Figure 3i,j 4H-SiC (0001) HPSI from CREE substrates are shown.
Similar to Figure 2, the common features of epigraphene on the Si-terminated (0001) surface
in Figure 3a–h are that the sheet resistance increases, and the mobility decreases with
increasing temperature. Here, in epigraphene on HPSI SiC in Figure 3b,d, the electron
density is about 8–11 × 1012 cm−2, while in epigraphene on V-doped SiC in Figure 3f,h, the
electron density is about 2 × 1012 cm−2 at low temperatures. In particular, in Figure 3h, the
electron density increased with increasing temperature. These results suggest that HPSI
and V-doped SiC have different impurity levels, which affect the electron density and its
temperature dependence. Epigraphene on the V-doped semi-insulating substrate has the
highest mobility due to its low electron density. In any case, in epigraphene on the SiC
(0001) surface, the mobility decreases with increasing temperature, so the resistance also
increases. The sheet resistance at RT ranges from 600 to 1500 Ω/sq.
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Figure 3. Sheet resistance, mobility, and carrier density of epigraphene on different SiC substrates [30].
The substrates are (a,b) CREE 4H-SiC (0001), (c,d) TankeBlue 6H-SiC (0001), (e,f) II-VI 4H-SiC (0001),
(g,h) II-VI 6H-SiC (0001), and (i,j) CREE 4H-SiC (0001). In (b,d,f,h,j), circles and squares are mobility
and carrier density, respectively.

On the other hand, epigraphene on C-terminated SiC (0001) exhibited different features.
Unlike the Si-terminated surface, the temperature dependence of mobility is small. As a
result, the sheet resistance also has a small temperature dependence, and its value at RT is
about 500 Ω/sq.

There are variations in mobility and carrier density between samples. Figure 4 shows
the mobility of graphene samples grown using these types of SiC substrates plotted against
carrier density [30]. In the figure, the mobility values at 20 and 300 K are shown as closed
and open circles, respectively. The green diamonds are from graphene on the C-terminated
(0001) surface, and the others are from graphene on the Si-terminated (0001) surface. The
mobility distribution differs for each substrate type. The overall trend is that the mobility
increases as the carrier density decreases. The 20 and 300 K plots appear to roughly follow
the blue and red lines. The slopes of these straight lines are assumed to be µ ∝ 1/√n .
Graphene on V-doped SiC has the highest mobility. At RT, graphene on the C-face has
the highest mobility, but its values greatly vary. This is due to the fact that while it is easy
to control the number of graphene layers on the Si-face, it is difficult to control it on the
C-face. On the C-face, there is a distribution of the number of layers, and the rotational
relation between graphene layers is relatively random [50,51]. The rotational relation of
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multilayer graphene on the C-face has been under discussion since 2011, and recently it
has been suggested that it may be controlled by the off-angle of the SiC substrate [52–54].
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As mentioned in the previous sections, substrate polar phonons also have a large
effect on mobility, particularly at RT. However, the mobility is about an order of magnitude
lower than theoretical predictions that take these surface phonons into account, so other
contributions are therefore larger. Irregularities such as steps existing on the SiC substrate
surface have a large impact on the mobility [55,56]. The resistance is higher in the direction
beyond the step, and the higher the step height, the greater the resistance [57,58]. It
is known that graphene growth involves high-temperature heating, which causes step
bunching and increases the height of the steps [59]. Techniques to control step bunching on
SiC surfaces prior to [60] and during [61] graphene growth have been reported. In addition,
Si vacancies in the vicinity of SiC surface were reported, since the thermal decomposition
of SiC accompanies Si desorption [62]. These are also considered to be carrier scattering
sources. Recently, it has been reported that the resistance of adjacent terraces differs
depending on the type of Si-C bilayer on the surface of hexagonal SiC, which is induced by
the surface energy difference [63]. These substrate-induced factors have a combined effect
on the mobility of epigraphene.

2.3. Interface Effect

The interface between graphene and the SiC substrate includes a buffer layer. Electrons
in graphene are scattered by phonons in the buffer layer. Therefore, the mobility decreases
as the temperature increases. This suggests that the electrical conduction mechanism can
be modified by controlling the interface structure. The buffer layer can be transformed into
graphene by intercalating hydrogen or other species at the interface [64]. Hydrogen can cut
the bonds between the carbon atoms in the buffer layer and the silicon atoms in the SiC,
and saturate silicon dangling bonds. As will be described later, by performing hydrogen
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intercalation, it is possible to suppress the mobility decrease due to temperature rise, and
the mobility at RT is approximately 3000 cm2/Vs [65]. It has been reported that the buffer
layer can be transformed into graphene by intercalation of various elements or physical
treatments, and its electronic state can be significantly modulated [66,67].

3. Improving the Mobility of Epigraphene

The carrier mobility of epigraphene is affected by various factors. In other words, by
modifying these factors, mobility can be improved. Figure 5 shows the relation between the
mobility and the carrier density of epigraphene that has been reported. In the figure, the
plots indicated by the black triangles are the same as the values of as-grown epigraphene at
20 K shown in Figure 4 [30]. Mobility values based on the typical Hall effect measurements
are also plotted as purple diamonds and black crosses [42,68]. The red and purple lines are
the theoretical limits at 300 and 77 K when considering only phonons in graphene [39]. The
black line is the theoretical limit at RT when polar phonons in SiC are considered [44]. The
orange circles indicate the mobility of graphene sandwiched by h-BN, rather than graphene
on SiC [9].
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from the references shown in the bottom of the figure [9,30,41,42,48,49,69–76]. Black, purple, and
red lines are theoretical mobility limits [39,44]. The blue line is a guide to the eye based on the
µ ∝ 1/√n relationship.

The most direct method to improve the mobility of graphene is to control the carrier
density. The fact that the mobility is proportional to 1/

√
n with respect to the carrier density

n indicates that the mobility can be improved by lowering the carrier density, for which there
are physical and chemical methods available. In terms of physical methods, carrier density
can be electrically tuned in the so-called field-effect transistors [40,41]. This technique
enabled the mobility to increase up to 46,000 cm2/Vs at 2 K and a carrier density of
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1.5 × 1010 cm−2 to be obtained, which are shown by red squares [41]. The highest mobility
in epigraphene was obtained via a chemical approach. The adsorption of acceptor molecules
with high electron affinity onto graphene resulted in hole doping [69,70]. A mobility of
70,000 cm2/Vs at 2 K, 0.6 × 1010 cm−2 was reported when an appropriate concentration
of F4TCNQ molecules was blended into a polymer and coated on epigraphene, which is
shown by a brown diamond [70]. Although not shown in Figure 5, the adsorption of water
molecules on epigraphene has also been shown to reduce electron density and to slightly
increase mobility [77,78]. It has also been reported that when graphene was treated with
ozone under water, the carrier density became 4× 1010 cm−2 and the mobility at 2 K became
11,000 cm2/Vs, as shown by blue crosses [71]. The fact that a mobility of tens of thousands
was experimentally obtained through carrier density reduction shows the high potential
of epigraphene. This is very important for high-frequency electronics and metrology
applications. On the other hand, it is still lower than that of graphene sandwiched by h-BN,
indicating that the full potential of graphene has not yet been exploited just by the carrier
density reduction.

Mobility can also be improved by modifying the structure of the surface or interface.
As for the surface morphology, it is expected that mobility and its isotropy will increase
by suppressing the step bunching that accompanies graphene growth. It was shown that
applying a thin layer of polymer to the SiC surface and then performing thermal decom-
position at relatively low temperatures forms a buffer layer, suppressing step bunching.
This technique is called polymer-assisted sublimation growth (PASG), which, for graphene
on SiC with a step height of 0.25 nm, resulted in a mobility of 9500 cm2/Vs at 2.2 K and
7.5 × 1011 cm−2, which is shown by orange diamonds [72].

As for interface modification, the most typical method is hydrogen intercalation at the
interface. After growing a uniform buffer layer, hydrogen can be intercalated by heating
in a hydrogen atmosphere, and then the buffer layer turns into graphene, the data for
which are shown by red and orange triangles in Figure 5 [64,65,73,74,79]. As a result, a
maximum mobility of 11,300 cm2/Vs at 7 × 1011 cm−2 has been reported, as shown by
green bars above [75]. In hydrogen intercalation, hydrogen permeates through the buffer
layer to reach the interface [80]. If Si dangling bonds that are not terminated with hydrogen
remain, they become a scattering center and reduce mobility [76]. Therefore, it is important
that all Si atoms are terminated with hydrogen atoms. Intercalation of other elements
was widely reported, but the mobility was not high. Among them, oxygen is a relatively
small atom, and epigraphene treated with oxygen had only a low mobility of around
790 cm2/Vs, which is shown by a green triangle [81]. This is because defects are introduced
into graphene during the intercalation process.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, epigraphene can be peeled off from the SiC substrate in
order to completely eliminate interface and substrate effects [48,49]. The highest mobility
found in this case was 7500 cm2/Vs at RT and 5 × 1011 cm−2, which is shown by purple
triangles [49]. Mobility values, which are extracted from the analysis of magnetoresistance,
are also plotted as blue squares, although they deviated slightly from the overall trend [47].
This result indicates that the extreme uniformity of monolayer graphene is quite important.
As a completely different approach, research has been reported in which electrons are
confined in one dimension by forming graphene into a nanoribbon shape. Generally,
nanoribbonization has been performed to introduce a bandgap into graphene [82]. On
the other hand, ballistic conduction was achieved in a graphene nanoribbon by utilizing
nanofacets on the SiC surface [83]. Although the mobility cannot be defined in ballistic
conduction, it was reported in the literature that when the value was converted to mobility
it was 6,000,000 cm2/Vs at 4 K. All of these techniques may be important in high-speed
electronics applications.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the high mobility of epigraphene, which is par-
ticularly important in Figure 5. Overall, mobility is most strongly dependent on carrier
density. As-grown epigraphene has a relatively high carrier density. In addition, mobility
changes due to various factors shown in Sections 2.1–2.3. For example, plots located far
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below the thick lines in Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the quality of the graphene may
be significantly poor. In other words, plots located on a thick line can be considered to
represent graphene of the same quality. This indicates that this graph could serve as a
benchmark for graphene quality. For instance, if as-grown graphene, which is shown by
black triangles, is processed in some way and its mobility moved onto this thick line, it
can be understood that the quality of the graphene remains the same, and only the carrier
density has changed. Conversely, if it changes to below the thick line, it means that the
quality of the graphene has deteriorated.

Table 1. Comparison table of the carrier density and mobility ranges of epigraphene, which are
extracted from Figure 5 as representative values. For comparison, the value of a CVD-grown graphene
is also listed.

Type Carrier Density [cm−2] Mobility [cm2/Vs] Ref. #

F4TCNQ 6 × 109 70,000 [70]

FET 1.5 × 1010–6 × 1011 46,000–11,000 [41]

Magnetoresistance 1.9 × 1012 20,000 [47]

Hydrogen
intercalation 7 × 1011–1.9 × 1012 11,300–2200 [75]

PASG 8 × 1011 9500–2800 [72]

Ozone 4 × 1011–4.6 × 1012 11,000–1400 [71]

Transferred 4.3 × 1011–5.4 × 1011 7500–5100 [49]

As-grown 2.1 × 1012–1.4 × 1014 4800–400 [30]

CVD graphene 2 × 1011–4 × 1012 137,600–34,200 [9]

The same can be said about interfaces. For example, if hydrogen intercalation is
applied to graphene, and the mobility plot initially located below the thick line moves
directly above the line, it shows that the mobility has improved due to the interface effect,
independent of the carrier density. On the other hand, when the substrate is changed
by transferring graphene, the story is different. The thick line is based on the mobility
of epigraphene on SiC, so in principle it reflects the physical properties of SiC, such as
surface polar phonons. Therefore, even if the mobility is on a thick line, as in the plots
of [48,49] after being transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate, it cannot be said that there
was no change in the quality of graphene. That is, it cannot indicate that there is no
damage caused by the transfer process. In any case, when comparing mobility values, it is
necessary to comprehensively understand the carrier density, graphene quality, substrate
effect, interface effect, and so on. Temperature is another important factor, and the mobility
at 20 K is approximately twice that at RT, which is estimated from Figure 4. In addition,
the device fabrication process also affects device performance in actual applications. In
this manuscript, the results of only a typical FET device were described. Device fabrication
includes a lot of aspects, and the doping process also affects the performance. However,
improving mobility remains important for applications.

4. Future Directions

In a nutshell, graphene is characterized by high carrier mobility, but no bandgap. This
makes it ideal for analog high-frequency electronics as described in the introduction. The
mobility enhancement techniques described in the previous section and their combination
would further expand the possibilities for these applications. For example, extremely high
mobility was reported for structures in which graphene is sandwiched between h-BN [9].
If this can be combined with large-area graphene growth technology on SiC substrates, i.e.,
h-BN/graphene/h-BN/SiC heterostructures, higher mobility may be achieved. Although
such attempts have been made, very high mobility has not been realized so far [84–87]. A
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larger-scale and higher-quality heterostructure together with the carrier density reduction
is required.

In high-frequency electronics using epigraphene, cutoff frequencies of 300 GHz and
oscillation frequency of 70 GHz have been reported [31–34]. On the other hand, if just
aiming for high frequency, up to about 700 GHz has already been reported using InP [88,89].
In the future, 1 THz technology is desired. By combining the techniques described in this
paper, it is expected that devices operating at a higher frequency, such as 1 THz, would
possibly be achieved. Improvements in the device structure would also help. These
would lead to the development of next-generation communication technologies for the
ever-increasing mobile communication traffic in the future.

5. Conclusions

In this article, I reviewed the carrier mobility in epigraphene on SiC. The mobility
of graphene generally depends on carrier density and temperature. In addition to these
factors, the mobility of epigraphene is significantly modulated by the substrate and interface
structure. In other words, the mobility can be improved by controlling these factors. The
typical relation of µ ∝ 1/

√
n shown in this paper can be used as a benchmark for measuring

the quality of epigraphene. Improving mobility is an extremely important factor, especially
for high-frequency transistor applications.
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